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Spending Cuts Total $1.85 trillion over 10 years Total $4.6 trillion through 2023

Individual Taxes

Builds on middle class tax relief that was 

legislated in the American Taxpayer Relief 

Act of 2012 (ATRA).    Supports permanent 

extension of the American Opportunity Tax 

Credit and Earned Income Tax Credit (set to 

expire in 2017).

Substantially lower tax rates for individuals, 

with a goal of achieving a top individual rate 

of 25 percent. Simplify the tax code to make 

it fairer to American families and businesses. 

Consolidate the current seven individual-

income-tax brackets into two brackets with a 

first bracket of 10 percent.  Repeal the 

Alternative Minimum Tax.  Transition tax 

code to a more competitive system of 

international taxation.

Tax Revenue

Includes across-the-board limit on tax 

deductions claimed by high-income 

taxpayers (top 2 percent) including limit on 

rate at which itemized deductions can 

reduce tax liability.  Amounts to $975 billion 

over the next decade.

Keep changes with fiscal cliff deal, projected 

to raise more than $600 billion over 10 

years.

Corporate Tax 

Rate

Eliminate special-interest tax brakes and the 

rise of aggressive offshore tax planning.

Reduce corporate tax rate to 25 percent.  

Current rate is at 35 percent.

3.8% Healthcare 

Tax
Remains in place. No changes.

Medicare No changes. No changes for anyone born before 1959.

Medicaid

Protects expansion of health insurance to 

nearly 30 million Americans and ensures the 

federal state partnership on Medicaid is 

preserved

Repeal the ACA's expansion of Medicaid.  

Repeal the ACA's exchange subsidies.

Deficit Reduction $1.85 trillion to replace sequestration Reduce deficit by $4.6 trillion over decade.

Economic 

Growth/Job 

Creation

Invest $100 billion in infrastructure 

improvements and job creation, invest in 

education, invest in research and innovation

Deficit reduction will spur economic growth.

Sequestration

Replaces sequestration by including 

spending cuts of $960 billion ($480 billion by 

closing loopholes and wasteful deductions, 

$240 billion across domestic spending, and 

$240 billion reduction defense spending).

Replace the arbitrary sequester cuts with 

sensible reforms of mandatory spending 

programs.

Affordable Care 

Act

Continue with implementation, includes 

$275 billion in savings by further realigning 

incentives, cutting waste and fraud, and 

seeking greater engagement across health 

care system.

Repeal expansion of Medicaid and health 

insurance exchange subsidies.

Social Security No cuts. Remains but promotes reform.
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